OPEN HOUSE SCHEDULE
Governor's School for the Sciences and Engineering
June 8, 2021

5:00 PM: Students arrive at SERF Room 307
5:15 PM: Introduction to the UT Physics Department from Professor Kate Jones, with Q&A
5:30 PM: Talk by Professor George Siopsis
6:00-6:30 PM: Dinner (SERF Hallway)
6:30 PM: Split into Main Groups: PROTONS, NEUTRONS, and ELECTRONS
6:30-7:00 PM
   **PROTONS**: Planetarium Program (Nielsen Physics Building, Room 108)
   **NEUTRONS**: Guided Lab Tours in Nielsen Physics Building
      - Group 1: 2nd Floor (Space Bar and Studio Physics)
      - Group 2: 3rd Floor (Modern Physics)
      - Group 3: 5th Floor (Traditional and Optics Labs)
   **ELECTRONS**: Chat time in SERF
7:00-7:30 PM
   **PROTONS**: Guided Lab Tours in Nielsen Physics Building
      - Group 1: 2nd Floor (Space Bar and Studio Physics)
      - Group 2: 3rd Floor (Modern Physics)
      - Group 3: 5th Floor (Traditional and Optics Labs)
   **NEUTRONS**: Chat time in SERF
   **ELECTRONS**: Planetarium Program (Nielsen Physics Building, Room 108)

7:30-8:00 PM
   **PROTONS**: Chat time in SERF
**NEUTRONS:** Planetarium Program (Nielsen Physics Building, Room 108)

**ELECTRONS:** Guided Lab Tours in Nielsen Physics Building

- Group 1: 2nd Floor (Space Bar and Studio Physics)
- Group 2: 3rd Floor (Modern Physics)
- Group 3: 5th Floor (Traditional and Optics Labs)

8:00 PM: End of Program